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Subject/Grade: French 7/8    Lesson Title: Labelling and coloring the continents                            

Teacher: Amy Klassan and Brooke Korchinski 

Stage 1: Identify Desired Results 

Outcome(s)/Indicator(s): 

6. LK.1 Demonstrate acquisition of French language concepts and vocabulary related to 
themes including theme related present tense er/regular –er verbs 

c) Meets thematic unit needs with regular –er verbs, singular and plural forms in the present tense. 

7. LK.1 Demonstrate acquisition of French language concepts and vocabulary related to 
themes including prepositions relating to selected countries   

f) express residence in or travel to selected countries with the use of the prepositions en, au, and 
aux.  

Key Understandings: (‘I Can’ statements) 
 
I can find and label the correct countries on a 
world map in French 
 
I can translate countries from English to 
French  

Essential Questions: 
 

1. What are translations for countries in 
French?   

 

Stage 2: Determine Evidence for Assessing Learning 

 
- The map will be marked as one mark per each correct country, Half a mark off for incorrect 
spelling.   
-  

Stage 3: Build Learning Plan 

Set (Warm-up, Focusing the Learning):    Time: 5 minutes 
 

1. Discuss French terms for colors  
2. Review instructions 
3. Hand back started maps to students 

 
Development:                                          Time: 20 minutes 
 

1. Students will work in their pairs to finish filling in pieces 
of the maps using the handouts provided 
 

Learning Closure:                                Time: 2 minutes 
 

1. Put away maps 

Materials/Equipment: 
 
-blank world map 
-filled in english map 
-english to French country 
translations  
-pencils 
 
Management Strategies: 
- circulate the classroom 
-hands up if questions 
 
Safety Considerations: 
  
-it is a short class so students can 
work at their desks 
Possible Adaptations/ 
Differentiation: 
-map on board to help with visual 
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Stage 4: Reflection 

Brooke’s Reflection on the Lesson 
I definitely forgot to add Australia as a continent. It also would have been a much better idea to give 
the students a map of the continents as well as the English map because not every student 
understood where the borders were. Many students were also confused to learn that Russia is both 
part of Europe and part of Asia. Many students were able to complete this portion of the 
assignment during the 20 minutes assigned period. I was not expecting so many to be done. If I 
was to do this again I think I would have them hand the assignment in at this point rather than them 
continue labelling oceans and other countries.     


